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Abstract: This paper deals with a special tracking problem when a ground vehicle should be
tracked by a multicopter flying ahead of the vehicle. Pre-designed vehicle route is assumed and
the UAV stops or slows down at every intersection to react to route changes. After introducing
the problem, the methods applied in a real flight demonstration in the Smart City module
of ZalaZONE proving ground are presented. Then new methods are introduced to possibly
improve performance. The main focus of the article is the evaluation of the stability of the
methods and the provision of tuning guidelines. All of the introduced methods is tuned based-
on the guidelines considering real ground vehicle test data and the high fidelity simulation of
the applied multicopter. The two best methods are compared in detail and guidelines of their
applicability are provided.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The forerunner UAV concept was introduced in Nagy
(2021). It means a camera equipped UAV flying in front
of and above emergency ground vehicles (EGVs) to notify
the driver about the hidden threats covered by buildings,
vegetation or other vehicles. A real life demonstration
of the whole system was presented in fall 2022 (Vehicle
Industry Research Center (2022)). A main challenge of
this concept is to fly ahead of the EGV but follow its
route and the sudden route changes (decided by the driver
based-on his/her experience). There is a wide range of
literature about tracking ground vehicles with rotary or
even fixed-wing aerial vehicles e. g. Ariyur and Fregene
(2008), Greatwood et al. (2017), Xiao et al. (2018) and
Hentati and Fourati (2020) the latter giving an overview
about the methods. However, no such special case is
discussed. Nagy (2021) introduces the freedrive concept
when the drone flies to the next intersection, waits for the
ground vehicle and then moves forward. The routedrive
concept was introduced in Hiba et al. (2022) flying only
braking distance ahead of the EGV and ’pulling back’
the drone above it near intersections. This guarantees
more continuous motion of the drone without stopping
except for the case when the EGV stops. For the fall
2022 demonstration the routedrive concept was tuned (in
simulation and real flight) applying velocity scaling (VS)
or PD control solutions for drone velocity. Based-on in-
flight tuning finally the PD solution was applied (see Fig.

3). After summarizing the routedrive concept and its real
flight test results and revisiting the freedrive concept the
current article focuses on the stability analysis of the
solutions and the related tuning guidelines. Exhaustive
tuning of the methods is done based-on the developed
guidelines and finally, application suggestions are given.

Section 2 summarizes the routedrive methods and the
flight test results. Section 3 revisits the freedrive concept in
the same framework. Section 4 makes detailed evaluation
of the stability of the methods. Section 5 summarizes the
tuning results and makes application suggestions. Finally,
Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. ZALAZONE DEMONSTRATION CONTROLLERS
AND RESULTS

In the forerunner concept it is assumed that the EGV
route is designed in advance and sent to the drone upon
system startup. In case of sudden route change by the
EGV driver the re-designed route is sent again. Known
route parameters are assumed to be intersection center
position Ci, width Wi and length Li as shown in Fig. 1.
A restriction in the current development was to assume
intersections of four roads with rectangular area. This can
be relaxed later.

Other intersection parameters are χIN direction of the
road on which the EGV enters, INi position of enter line
center, O1i to O3i positions of exit line centers. Enter and
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Section 2 summarizes the routedrive methods and the
flight test results. Section 3 revisits the freedrive concept in
the same framework. Section 4 makes detailed evaluation
of the stability of the methods. Section 5 summarizes the
tuning results and makes application suggestions. Finally,
Section 6 concludes the paper.
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In the forerunner concept it is assumed that the EGV
route is designed in advance and sent to the drone upon
system startup. In case of sudden route change by the
EGV driver the re-designed route is sent again. Known
route parameters are assumed to be intersection center
position Ci, width Wi and length Li as shown in Fig. 1.
A restriction in the current development was to assume
intersections of four roads with rectangular area. This can
be relaxed later.

Other intersection parameters are χIN direction of the
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1. INTRODUCTION

The forerunner UAV concept was introduced in Nagy
(2021). It means a camera equipped UAV flying in front
of and above emergency ground vehicles (EGVs) to notify
the driver about the hidden threats covered by buildings,
vegetation or other vehicles. A real life demonstration
of the whole system was presented in fall 2022 (Vehicle
Industry Research Center (2022)). A main challenge of
this concept is to fly ahead of the EGV but follow its
route and the sudden route changes (decided by the driver
based-on his/her experience). There is a wide range of
literature about tracking ground vehicles with rotary or
even fixed-wing aerial vehicles e. g. Ariyur and Fregene
(2008), Greatwood et al. (2017), Xiao et al. (2018) and
Hentati and Fourati (2020) the latter giving an overview
about the methods. However, no such special case is
discussed. Nagy (2021) introduces the freedrive concept
when the drone flies to the next intersection, waits for the
ground vehicle and then moves forward. The routedrive
concept was introduced in Hiba et al. (2022) flying only
braking distance ahead of the EGV and ’pulling back’
the drone above it near intersections. This guarantees
more continuous motion of the drone without stopping
except for the case when the EGV stops. For the fall
2022 demonstration the routedrive concept was tuned (in
simulation and real flight) applying velocity scaling (VS)
or PD control solutions for drone velocity. Based-on in-
flight tuning finally the PD solution was applied (see Fig.

3). After summarizing the routedrive concept and its real
flight test results and revisiting the freedrive concept the
current article focuses on the stability analysis of the
solutions and the related tuning guidelines. Exhaustive
tuning of the methods is done based-on the developed
guidelines and finally, application suggestions are given.

Section 2 summarizes the routedrive methods and the
flight test results. Section 3 revisits the freedrive concept in
the same framework. Section 4 makes detailed evaluation
of the stability of the methods. Section 5 summarizes the
tuning results and makes application suggestions. Finally,
Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. ZALAZONE DEMONSTRATION CONTROLLERS
AND RESULTS

In the forerunner concept it is assumed that the EGV
route is designed in advance and sent to the drone upon
system startup. In case of sudden route change by the
EGV driver the re-designed route is sent again. Known
route parameters are assumed to be intersection center
position Ci, width Wi and length Li as shown in Fig. 1.
A restriction in the current development was to assume
intersections of four roads with rectangular area. This can
be relaxed later.

Other intersection parameters are χIN direction of the
road on which the EGV enters, INi position of enter line
center, O1i to O3i positions of exit line centers. Enter and

exit lines are parallel to the roads. Note that in case of
the start intersection C0 the χIN direction is calculated
between car position (Pc) and center while otherwise
it is determined by the previous Ci−1 and current Ci

centers (see Fig. 1). The figure also shows that outside
the intersection the X direction is along the road and
Y is perpendicular to it while inside X is aligned with
multicopter heading and Y is perpendicular to it. From
now on the perpendicular direction is called cross distance
while the other is the along distance.

Fig. 1. The parameters of intersections

To define the tracking methods the positions of drone
(Pd), car (Pc) and intersection (PINi

) along the road (X
direction) and additional parameters and functions should
be considered as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Tracking parameters along the road

In the ZalaZONE demonstration the routedrive concept
introduced in Hiba et al. (2022) was applied with velocity
scaling (VS) and PD control solutions. In this, outside
the intersection the drone should fly braking distance Ox

ahead of the EGV but when approaching the intersection
it is ’pulled back’ above the vehicle with the MO =
Dd

Dlim
(Dd ≤ Dlim) linear scaling starting Dlim distance

before the intersection (see Fig. 2). Inside the intersection
the drone should be above the EGV and follow it including
its heading. The measured braking distance of a Skoda
Rapid vehicle Ox = 4 + 0.1∥Vc∥2 is considered here with
∥Vc∥ absolute speed.

In the VS approach a distance dependent velocity scaling
function (1) is applied to slow down the drone when it

approaches the reference position (Pref ) (visualized in the
bottom of Fig. 2). In the PD control a proportional gain
gP is applied to the position and a derivative gD to the
velocity error. The two control approaches are summarized
in Table 1.

kT (D) =
sign(D)

2

(
1− cos

(
D · π
DLIM

))
, |D| ≤ DLIM

kT (D) = sign(D) otherwise

(1)

Table 1. Summary of EGV tracking concepts
and methods (given formula valid for both

concepts if no specific concept is noted)

Velocity error ∆Vj = Vcj − Vdj

Outside the intersection

Routedrive position error Dj = Dcj −MOjOx −Ddj

Freedrive position error Dj = PINj − Pdj

Routedrive VS reference Vjref = Vcj + kT (Dj)V maxj

Freedrive VS reference Vjref = kT (Dj)V maxj

Routedrive PD reference Vjref = Vcj + gPDj + gD∆Vj

Freedrive PD reference Vjref = gPDj

Inside the intersection

Position error Dj = Pcj − Pdj

VS reference Vjref = Vcj + kT (Dj)V maxj

PD reference Vjref = Vcj + gPDj + gD∆Vj

Note that the basic velocity reference is the car velocity
and additional terms are applied to compensate the po-
sition and velocity tracking error. j ∈ [x, y] shows the
direction of the control (along or cross) and MOy = 0
meaning no offset in the cross direction. The tunable
control parameters are V max, DLIM , Dlim, gP and gD. It
is practical to define V max and DLIM dependent on the
absolute car velocity: V maxj = sscj · max([kV ∥Vc∥, 2]),
DLIM = kD∥Vc∥. sscx = 1 and sscy ≤ 1 to make
cross distance tracking less agile. Note that the minimum
V max value was set to be 2m/s to be able to compensate
disturbances even with stopped EGV.

The real flight demonstration drone was the DJI M600
Pro hexacopter. Its high fidelity simulation model (in-
flight identified in the project) was applied for pre-tuning
of the controllers. Then in-flight trial and error tuning
was done in ZalaZONE Smart City tracking a car on a
given route (see Fig. 3). Besides trial and error systematic
tuning (e. g. Ziegler-Nichols) methods could be applied
but system construction did not allow on-line change of
the parameters. Both VS and PD methods were tested
driving slow (15-20km/h) and faster (25-35km/h) with the
car and finally the PD method was selected. The final best
parameters were kV = 1, kD = 2, sscy = 0.5, gP =
1.25, gD = 0.625, Dlim = 8. Note that the maximum speed
of DJI M600 is 65km/h in calm air that is why EGV speed
was limited to 35km/h. Fig. 3 shows real flight the tracking
with the final PD method.

The evaluation of the tracking is done considering the
tracking errors and the camera coverage of the intersection.
The absolute along (eA) and cross (eC) errors are calcu-
lated only outside the intersection as tracking precision
is more important there. The onboard camera is gimbal
stabilised so can be considered as downward looking. From
the fixed 40m (above ground level) flight altitude the
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covered area results as 71×53m. Considering the coverage
of the intersection the time until the whole intersection is
in camera field of view (intersection coverage time) should
be determined. This is visualized with the dashed and
dotted rectangles in Fig. 1. In the evaluation coverage
was considered satisfactory when more than 90% of the
intersection area was covered by the camera.

Fig. 3. EGV (blue) and forerunner drone (orange) tracks
in Smart City. Orange rectangle shows the critical
intersection.

The results are summarized in Table 2 with mean absolute
along and cross errors and the intersection coverage times
(t1 / t2). Note that coverage of the critical intersection
surrounded by buildings (shown in Fig. 3) was considered
driving through it twice. The table shows that the PD
method gave smaller mean tracking errors and more con-
sistent coverage times.

Table 2. Real flight test results

Method
eA eC t1 t2

[m] [m] [s] [s]

VS 4.7 2.8 7.9 4.6

PD 2.3 0.8 6.9 6.4

After in-flight evaluation of the controllers a more rigorous
approach should be applied looking for improvement pos-
sibilities. This means introduction of possible new meth-
ods, evaluation of system stability and the construction of
tuning guidelines when possible.

3. FREEDRIVE CONCEPT RE-EVALUATED

Real flights have shown that the buildings can decrease the
intersection coverage time because they occlude the view of
the camera. So intersection coverage should be increased as
much as possible having the drone above the intersection
as fast as possible. That’s why it is worth to re-evaluate
the freedrive concept (introduced in Nagy (2021)). Its
equations with VS and PD control are summarized in
Table 1. The table shows that inside the intersection the
freedrive method is the same as the routedrive, while
outside the position error is relative to the IN point and

the car velocity is not considered in the control laws as the
goal is to fly to the IN point as fast as possible.

4. STABILITY OF THE METHODS

For evaluating the stability of the controllers a dynamical
model of the system is required. Thus system identification
flight tests of the DJI M600 were conducted applying
half doublet tangential (x/T ) and normal (y/N) veloc-
ity references (3 m/s and 5m/s to avoid pitch/roll angle
saturations). Evaluating the results has shown that the
tangential (vT ) and normal (vN ) velocity dynamics of the
M600 are very similar so one dynamical model is satis-
factory. A transfer function (TF) model was determined
based-on the flight test data giving (2).

GV (s) =
4.086

s2 + 3.3683s+ 4.086
=

Vdj(s)

Vjref (s)
(2)

Fig. 4. Tangential velocity tracking comparison

For detailed simulation of the DJI M600 a high fidelity
6DOF model was identified based-on the real flight tests
(as mentioned in Section 2). Fig. 4 compares tangential
velocity tracking in flight, by the TF model and by
the high fidelity simulation model. It shows that while
the TF underestimates, the high fidelity model a bit
overestimates the overshoots but otherwise the dynamics
are very similar. So both TF and high fidelity simulation
models can be applied for controller tuning and evaluation.

All control methods give Vjref from which Vdj can be de-
termined by the transfer function (2) and its integral gives
Ddj . This is considered in the analysis of all controllers.

4.1 Stability of the velocity scaling control (VS)

As the main dynamics of the EGV tracking is along the
road and the tangential and normal M600 dynamics are
the same from now on j = x is assumed and j removed.
All VS controllers operate with the kT (D)V max distance
error dependent control law either adding Vc car velocity
or not. So for stability evaluation the dynamics of the
position error D should be derived resulting in (3) where
ac is car acceleration, Vcx ≈ ∥Vc∥ is assumed and Dd ≥ 0.
kT (D)V max is nonlinear, but can be approximated by
a linear expression k(D) · D to determine the maximum
tolerable gain of the system.
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the freedrive concept (introduced in Nagy (2021)). Its
equations with VS and PD control are summarized in
Table 1. The table shows that inside the intersection the
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goal is to fly to the IN point as fast as possible.
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For detailed simulation of the DJI M600 a high fidelity
6DOF model was identified based-on the real flight tests
(as mentioned in Section 2). Fig. 4 compares tangential
velocity tracking in flight, by the TF model and by
the high fidelity simulation model. It shows that while
the TF underestimates, the high fidelity model a bit
overestimates the overshoots but otherwise the dynamics
are very similar. So both TF and high fidelity simulation
models can be applied for controller tuning and evaluation.

All control methods give Vjref from which Vdj can be de-
termined by the transfer function (2) and its integral gives
Ddj . This is considered in the analysis of all controllers.

4.1 Stability of the velocity scaling control (VS)

As the main dynamics of the EGV tracking is along the
road and the tangential and normal M600 dynamics are
the same from now on j = x is assumed and j removed.
All VS controllers operate with the kT (D)V max distance
error dependent control law either adding Vc car velocity
or not. So for stability evaluation the dynamics of the
position error D should be derived resulting in (3) where
ac is car acceleration, Vcx ≈ ∥Vc∥ is assumed and Dd ≥ 0.
kT (D)V max is nonlinear, but can be approximated by
a linear expression k(D) · D to determine the maximum
tolerable gain of the system.

Ḋ = Vc − Vd −MOȮ − ṀOO =


Vc − Vd −
(Dlim−


Vddt)0.2Vcac

Dlim
+

4+0.1V 2
c

Dlim
Vd



 if Dd ≤ Dlim

Vc − Vd + 0.2Vcac } if Dd > Dlim

(3)

With this expression the feedback interconnection of the
VS method results as shown in Fig. 5. Note that 1− 0.2ac

is from

1− Dlim0.2ac

Dlim


Vc.

Fig. 5. Interconnection structure of the velocity scaling
(VS) control

Based-on the figure the control loops for the different
methods and intersection relative positions result as:

• Routedrive outside intersection: full structure
• Freedrive outside intersection: only the black part
with Vc = 0

• Routedrive inside intersection: black and orange parts
without the 0.2ac gain in the orange

• Freedrive inside intersection: the same as for rout-
edrive

The red parts in the scheme are only active when Dd ∈
[0, Dlim]. The upper part would give an infinite term in
steady state but in this range it is simply a disturbance
between 0 and 0.2Vcac (note the integral term detailed
in (3)). The lower red part means an additional gain

ksc =
4+0.1V 2

c

Dlim
in the loop so its possible values should be

considered. For the low speed tests Vc ≤ 10m/s meaning
maximum ksc = 13.5/Dlim gain. Setting Dlim ≥ 4.5
results in ksc ∈ [0, 3]. For fixed values of ksc a root locus
for k(D) can be executed. The results (maximum stable
k(D) gain) are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Stable gains for the VS method

ksc 0 0.4 0.8 1 1.5 2 2.5 3

k(D) 3.3 2.4 1.85 1.67 1.34 1.12 0.94 0.83

The table shows that the possible feedback gain range
decreases as the ksc term increases as expected. Note that
the ksc part is only present for a limited time so even
if a given ksc is destabilizing the system will converge
back to stability. At the next step a relation between k(D)
gain and kT (D)V max should be established. The gain is

defined pointwise as k(D) = kT (D)Vmax
D , D ̸= 0 meaning

that if the maximum of the right hand expression is below
k(D) the system remains stable. Taking the derivative with
respect to D gives:

∂

∂D

kT (D)V max

D
=

− sign(D)

2D2


1− cos


Dπ

DLIM


V max+

sign(D)

2D
sin


Dπ

DLIM


π

DLIM
V max = 0

The above equation was numerically evaluated and has
a maximum at D = 0.742DLIM and so max(k(D)) =

max


kT (D)Vmax
D


= 1.1382Vmax

DLIM
. Finally, the selection

of Dlim, V max and DLIM should be done based-on the
limitations.

Considering the real flight test at ZalaZONE the maximum
EGV velocity was 8.45m/s with Dlim = 8 so ksc = 1.35.
For this k(D) ≤ 1.41 is required (see Table 3). Considering
V max = sscxkV ∥Vc∥ with sscx = 1, DLIM = kD∥Vc∥
and the kV = 1, kD = 2 gains leads to max(k(D)) =
1.1382Vmax

DLIM
= 1.1382kV

kD
= 0.57 well below the limit. So

the original trial and error tuning resulted in a stable
controller.

Fig. 6. Interconnection structure of the PD control

4.2 Stability of the PD control

In case of the PD control (again in the x direction) the
velocity reference is either Vref = Vc + gPD + gD∆V
or Vref = gPD. The tracking errors are the same as for
the VS control but the velocity error ∆Vj = Vcj − Vdj is
also applied. Considering the same derivations for system
dynamics as for the VS control and the PD control law
finally, the feedback structure results as shown in Fig. 6.

In the figure again the red parts are temporary when
Dd ∈ [0, Dlim], the upper red part is simply a disturbance
between 0 and 0.2Vcac and the lower red part is a gain
ksc ∈ [0, 3] (setting Dlim ≥ 4.5). Again the summary of
the four different modes:

• Routedrive outside intersection: full structure
• Freedrive outside intersection: only the black part
with Vc = 0

• Routedrive inside intersection: black, orange and
green parts without the 0.2ac gain in the orange

• Freedrive inside intersection: the same as for rout-
edrive

The figure also shows that this is a cascade connection with
tunable gains gP , gD and an uncertain gain ksc. Tuning
depends also on the working mode of the control.

For freedrive outside the intersection ksc = 0, gD = 0 and
so the only tunable parameter is gP . A root locus shows
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that gP < 3.36 gives a stable system and gP < 0.85 gives
overshoots below 20%.

For routedrive outside the intersection after fixing gD a
gain sweep should be done for ksc finding the maximum
stable gP gains (and the maximum gains for 20% over-
shoot) in every case. The results are summarized in Table
4.

Table 4. Stable gains for the PD method in
routedrive concept outside the intersection

gD ksc 0 0.4 1 1.5 2 2.5 3

0.5 gP 5 3.6 2.5 2 1.7 1.43 1.25
0.5 gP 20% 1.4 1 0.7 0.55 0.5 0.4 0.3

1 gP 6.7 4.8 3.4 2.7 2.2 1.9 1.7
1 gP 20% 1.7 1.2 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4

For both freedrive and routedrive inside the intersection
ksc = 0 and so tuning of gP , gD is required. In the inner
loop gD can be as large as gD = 10 and the loop remains
stable. So root locus results with fixed gD values are
shown in Table 5 considering the fact that gD < 1 gives
overshoots lower than 10% in the inner loop. The table
shows that increasing the gD gain (making the inner loop
faster) increases the stable range of the outer loop and the
outer loop gain related to the 20% overshoot.

Table 5. Stable gains for the PD method inside
the intersection

gD gP < gP < for < 20%

0.1 3.69 0.964
0.5 5 1.39
1 6.7 1.66

Considering the real flight test at ZalaZONE the maximum
EGV velocity was 6m/s and Dlim = 8 so ksc = 0.93. As
gD = 0.625 is between 0.5 and 1 from Table 4 gP < 2.5
surely gives a stable system so gP = 1.25 is stable again
proving correct trial and error tuning.

4.3 Stability of the mode switching

Besides the stability of the control laws the stability upon
outside to inside intersection (and backward) switching
should also be verified. There can be jumps in the error
signals and even in the control gains but once entering
an intersection is declared there is no change in the laws
until leaving it which takes several seconds. The same is
true for exiting an intersection. So there is no possibility
of chattering in the control laws.

5. TUNING OF CONTROLLERS AND TEST
RESULTS

To improve the results and evaluate performance the
controllers were tuned considering GPS recorded Smart
City car tracks and applying the high-fidelity simulation
model of the DJI M600. Slow (15-20km/h, log071) and
faster (20-25km/h, log072) car tracks were recorded as
mentioned before. The same parameters are determined
for comparison as in Table 2 for the real flight but also
considering absolute along and cross errors inside the
intersection.

The different tracking methods are tuned according to the
following concepts:

• Routedrive with velocity scaling control: sscy = 0.5
fixed, Dlim ∈ [6, 12] selected so ksc ≤ 2.25 and from
Table 3 k(D) ≤ 1 guarantees stability. The latter
means 1.1382Vmax

DLIM
≤ 1 and so DLIM ≥ 1.1382V max.

Setting V max = max([kV ∥Vc∥, 2]) tuning can be
done for the kV parameter. Finally, all combinations
of kV = 0.25 : 0.25 : 2.5 and Dlim = 6 : 2 : 12 were
considered.

• Routedrive with PD control: considering the inner
loop gD ≤ 1 gives 10% or less overshoot so gD =
0.5 : 0.1 : 1 is the selected tuning range. From Table
4 considering again Dlim ∈ [6, 12] and so ksc ≤ 2.25
the stable range of gP is about [1.5, 1.7] or below
accepting also overshoots above 20%. But as the outer
loop 20% gain for gD = 1 is gP = 1.7 inside the
intersection (see Table 5) gP = 1.5 : 0.1 : 1.7 is
considered. Finally, all combinations of Dlim = 6 :
2 : 12, gD = 0.5 : 0.1 : 1 and gP = 1.5 : 0.1 : 1.7 were
considered.

• Freedrive with velocity scaling control: outside the
intersection V max = 15m/s is considered which is
the maximum dynamic capability of the M600 (that is
why the test EGV velocities are below 10m/s). There
is no O braking distance and so ksc = 0 and k(D) ≤
3.3 is all stable. From 1.1382Vmax

DLIM
≤ k(D) DLIM =

17
k(D) so a test campaign for k(D) = 0.5 : 0.1 : 3

can be done. 3.3 would give too small distance while
k(D) < 0.5 a too large one. Inside the intersection
the best gains from the routedrive tuning are applied
as the control laws are the same.

• Freedrive with PD control: outside the intersection
only gP is applied and again there is no O braking
distance and so ksc = 0. gP < 0.85 gives less than
20% overshoot so gP = 0.5 : 0.1 : 1 is considered for
tuning. Again inside the intersection the beast gains
from the routedrive PD tuning are applied.

The best gains resulted as:

• Routedrive with velocity scaling control: sscy = 0.5,
kV = 1.5 and Dlim = 8

• Routedrive with PD control: gP = 1.7, gD = 0.7 and
Dlim = 10

• Freedrive with velocity scaling control: outside the
intersection k(D) = 0.8 inside sscy = 0.5, kV = 1.5

• Freedrive with PD control: outside the intersection
gP = 0.6 inside gP = 1.7, gD = 0.7

The best gain results are summarized in Table 6 with the
along and cross errors (outside eA, ec and inside IeA, IeC
the intersection) and intersection times. The routedrive
and freedrive intersection coverage times are about the
same irrespective of the control method. However, the
freedrive method is better for the slower track (log071)
while a bit worse for the faster one (log072). Considering
the tracking errors the routedrive method is much better
even inside the intersection where both methods track
the moving car. The intersection coverage times improved
(compared to Table 2) and the performance of the PD
methods is more balanced underlining their selection in
the demonstration. They are now simulated for the faster
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that gP < 3.36 gives a stable system and gP < 0.85 gives
overshoots below 20%.

For routedrive outside the intersection after fixing gD a
gain sweep should be done for ksc finding the maximum
stable gP gains (and the maximum gains for 20% over-
shoot) in every case. The results are summarized in Table
4.
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For both freedrive and routedrive inside the intersection
ksc = 0 and so tuning of gP , gD is required. In the inner
loop gD can be as large as gD = 10 and the loop remains
stable. So root locus results with fixed gD values are
shown in Table 5 considering the fact that gD < 1 gives
overshoots lower than 10% in the inner loop. The table
shows that increasing the gD gain (making the inner loop
faster) increases the stable range of the outer loop and the
outer loop gain related to the 20% overshoot.

Table 5. Stable gains for the PD method inside
the intersection

gD gP < gP < for < 20%

0.1 3.69 0.964
0.5 5 1.39
1 6.7 1.66

Considering the real flight test at ZalaZONE the maximum
EGV velocity was 6m/s and Dlim = 8 so ksc = 0.93. As
gD = 0.625 is between 0.5 and 1 from Table 4 gP < 2.5
surely gives a stable system so gP = 1.25 is stable again
proving correct trial and error tuning.

4.3 Stability of the mode switching

Besides the stability of the control laws the stability upon
outside to inside intersection (and backward) switching
should also be verified. There can be jumps in the error
signals and even in the control gains but once entering
an intersection is declared there is no change in the laws
until leaving it which takes several seconds. The same is
true for exiting an intersection. So there is no possibility
of chattering in the control laws.

5. TUNING OF CONTROLLERS AND TEST
RESULTS

To improve the results and evaluate performance the
controllers were tuned considering GPS recorded Smart
City car tracks and applying the high-fidelity simulation
model of the DJI M600. Slow (15-20km/h, log071) and
faster (20-25km/h, log072) car tracks were recorded as
mentioned before. The same parameters are determined
for comparison as in Table 2 for the real flight but also
considering absolute along and cross errors inside the
intersection.

The different tracking methods are tuned according to the
following concepts:

• Routedrive with velocity scaling control: sscy = 0.5
fixed, Dlim ∈ [6, 12] selected so ksc ≤ 2.25 and from
Table 3 k(D) ≤ 1 guarantees stability. The latter
means 1.1382Vmax

DLIM
≤ 1 and so DLIM ≥ 1.1382V max.

Setting V max = max([kV ∥Vc∥, 2]) tuning can be
done for the kV parameter. Finally, all combinations
of kV = 0.25 : 0.25 : 2.5 and Dlim = 6 : 2 : 12 were
considered.

• Routedrive with PD control: considering the inner
loop gD ≤ 1 gives 10% or less overshoot so gD =
0.5 : 0.1 : 1 is the selected tuning range. From Table
4 considering again Dlim ∈ [6, 12] and so ksc ≤ 2.25
the stable range of gP is about [1.5, 1.7] or below
accepting also overshoots above 20%. But as the outer
loop 20% gain for gD = 1 is gP = 1.7 inside the
intersection (see Table 5) gP = 1.5 : 0.1 : 1.7 is
considered. Finally, all combinations of Dlim = 6 :
2 : 12, gD = 0.5 : 0.1 : 1 and gP = 1.5 : 0.1 : 1.7 were
considered.

• Freedrive with velocity scaling control: outside the
intersection V max = 15m/s is considered which is
the maximum dynamic capability of the M600 (that is
why the test EGV velocities are below 10m/s). There
is no O braking distance and so ksc = 0 and k(D) ≤
3.3 is all stable. From 1.1382Vmax

DLIM
≤ k(D) DLIM =
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k(D) so a test campaign for k(D) = 0.5 : 0.1 : 3

can be done. 3.3 would give too small distance while
k(D) < 0.5 a too large one. Inside the intersection
the best gains from the routedrive tuning are applied
as the control laws are the same.

• Freedrive with PD control: outside the intersection
only gP is applied and again there is no O braking
distance and so ksc = 0. gP < 0.85 gives less than
20% overshoot so gP = 0.5 : 0.1 : 1 is considered for
tuning. Again inside the intersection the beast gains
from the routedrive PD tuning are applied.

The best gains resulted as:

• Routedrive with velocity scaling control: sscy = 0.5,
kV = 1.5 and Dlim = 8

• Routedrive with PD control: gP = 1.7, gD = 0.7 and
Dlim = 10

• Freedrive with velocity scaling control: outside the
intersection k(D) = 0.8 inside sscy = 0.5, kV = 1.5

• Freedrive with PD control: outside the intersection
gP = 0.6 inside gP = 1.7, gD = 0.7

The best gain results are summarized in Table 6 with the
along and cross errors (outside eA, ec and inside IeA, IeC
the intersection) and intersection times. The routedrive
and freedrive intersection coverage times are about the
same irrespective of the control method. However, the
freedrive method is better for the slower track (log071)
while a bit worse for the faster one (log072). Considering
the tracking errors the routedrive method is much better
even inside the intersection where both methods track
the moving car. The intersection coverage times improved
(compared to Table 2) and the performance of the PD
methods is more balanced underlining their selection in
the demonstration. They are now simulated for the faster

(log072) EGV data and the resulting trajectories are
plotted in Fig. 7.

Table 6. Tuning results

Method LOG
eA eC IeA IeC t1 t2
[m] [m] [m] [m] [s] [s]

Routedrive VS
071 2.4 0.9 0.6 1 7.9 7.5
072 3.9 0.9 2.6 1.6 5 4.7

Routedrive PD
071 1.8 0.4 0.2 0.6 7.9 7.4
072 3.8 0.6 1.5 1 5.1 5

Freedrive VS
071 10 2.7 1.5 1.5 8.3 8.2
072 11.5 3.2 2 1.8 4.6 4.1

Freedrive PD
071 9.6 1.9 2 0.6 8.3 8.1
072 11.3 2.5 2 1.3 4.5 4.4

Fig. 7. Tracking of EGV route with different controllers

The figure shows that both tracking methods give smooth
results without any sudden maneuvers. It also shows the
difference between freedrive and routedrive as in freedrive
mode the M600 flies to the next IN point on the shortest
route while in routedrive it goes back above the road
centerline after the intersection. Possibly this is the cause
of the difference between the intersection coverage times as
the routedrive method flies a bit longer. If the observation
of the EGV surroundings between the intersections is also
important than the routedrive PD method is suggested
while if only the intersection coverage time is important
the freedrive PD method gives better results.

6. CONCLUSION

The paper introduces different tracking methods appli-
cable to track a ground vehicle with a drone flying in
front of it but getting closer at intersections to react for
sudden route changes. Routedrive and freedrive concepts
are introduced the former flying braking distance ahead
of the vehicle and going back above it at intersections
while the latter flying to the intersection as fast as possible
and waiting for the vehicle there. Velocity scaling and PD
tracking methods are applied in both concepts. First, in-
flight tuning results are demonstrated for the routedrive
methods considering demonstrations in the Smart City
module of ZalaZONE proving ground (Hungary). Then
the stability of the methods is examined and parameter
tuning guidelines are provided. Exhaustive tuning of the

methods is done based-on real car GPS trajectory data
from the demonstrations. Ater the evaluation of the re-
sults the suggestion is to use the routedrive PD control
method if observation of the road ahead of the EGV and
observation of the intersection are equally important. If
only the observation of the intersection is important then
the freedrive PD control method is suggested.
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